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The Netherlands 

ABSTRACT 

A brief description is given of the PASC-3 (Pe ien-AMPX-SCALF.) Reactor Physics 
code system and its associated UNIPASC work environment. The PASC-3 code system is 
used for criticality and reactor calculations and consists of a selection from the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory AMPX-SCALE-3 code collection complemented with a number of addi
tional codes and nuclear data bases. The original codes have been adapted to run under the 
UNIX operating system. The recommended nuclear data ha.re is a complete 219 group cross 
section library derived from JEF-1 of which some benchmark results are presented. 
By the addition of the UNIPASC work environment the usage of the code system is gready 
simplified. Complex chains of programs can easily be coupled together to form a single job. 
In addition, the model parameters can be represented by variables instead of literal values 
which enhances the readability and may improve the integrity of the code inputs. 

1. Introduction 

The PASC-3 system (Petten - AMPX - SCALE) is a large system of Fortran programs and nuclear data 
bases for Reactor Physics Computations. Most of the codes originate from the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORNL) AMPX-SCALE package, rcf.[l], and were adapted at ECN-Pcucn to run under the UNIX system on a 
network of SUN workstations and on a CONVEX-C220 vector computer. Earlier versions of the PASC-system 
with a partially different content, are PASC-I foi die Cybcr-NOS/BE system and PASC-2 for the Cyber-NOS/VE 
system. 

The relation between AMPX and SCALE is the following: Most of die functional Fortran codes originally 
belonged to the modular AMPX code system. A complete reactor calculation usually requires the execution of a 
whole sequence of AMPX modules. The required (ascii coded) inputs for these modules consist of a detailed 
description of the problem to be solved and are presented in the form of arrays of literals. Especially the model
ing of large systems is therefore tedious and the tracing of input errors is cumbersome. The advantage of this 
"low level" description is thai it allows the maximum flexibility within the capabilities of the codes. 

To improve the user-fric<;dliness of the AMPX system, the SCALE (Standardized Computer Analyses for 
Licensing Evaluation) system, rcf.[2J, was developed. Besides improved versions of the AMPX modules, 
SCALE contains a number of input-processors (Fortran modules) which generate from a compact and user-
friendly model description the input files for a sequence of functional modules which we will call data-
processors. SCALE also contains a driver which controls die job flow of the sequence. This operating system 
dependent driver obtains some control signals from the input-processors and the data-processors. Various 
SCALE sequences arc available to facilitate reactor analyses. 

The SCALE system is certainly an important improvement with respect to the AMPX system, but die way 
in which the input-processors were implemented has also some disadvantages: 

• The flexibility is reduced to a minimum; often this can be considered as an advantage when calculating stan
dard problems but for special studies deviating somewhat from the standard procedure it would require the 
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introduction of a new input-processor. 

• The original SCALE input-processors generate the input files in binary form, which has some disadvantages 
for the user and for the code manager: the generated inputs arc unreadable and for each functional module a 
duplicate version has to be created which accepts binary instead of ascii coded inputs. 

The PASC-3 implementation of the AMPX SCALE system is intended to enhance the portability of the 
codes at the Fortran level and to provide drivers and facilities (the "UNIPASC environment) for UNIX systems. 
The SCALE input-processors are modified to produce ascii coded input files. Therefore, no extra set of func
tional modules is needed and the generated inputs arc readable by the user and by "filters". The filters can be 
used to intercept and modify the job inputs which arc produced by the input-processors. As the filters arc pro
grammable stream-mode text editors, this procedure can be automated and makes it possible to regain die com
plete flexibility of the underlying AMPX system. 

The UNIPASC environment contains UNIX drivers to control the SCALE input processors and/or die 
AMPX functional modules and contains a number of commands for running and maintaining the system and 
some filter facilities. UNIPASC allows the user to combine job control and job inputs into a single fi!e and to 
use C shell variables in the inputs. As these variables can be given meaningful names, the job inputs can be 
made readable as a novel making the jobs self-descriptive. Moreover, as the whole C-shell programming 
language is available, the user can create complex job flows. 

2. Overview of the PASC-3 code system 

2.1. The layer structure of the software 

The code system can be subdivided in different ways. In figure I we show a layer diagram of the system 
rn which wc can identify from bottom to top the following layers: 

• The machine level. This level contains the UNIX operating system and the hardware which at our site can be 
either a SUN-3, SUN-4 or CONVEX computer. 

• The functional modules or data-processors. This levct consists of all modules that do the actual work on the 
data. 

• The input-processors or pre-proccssors. These Fortran modules accept a compact user friendly input specify
ing a certain class of calculations and generate a set of inputs for a number of data-processors. As some of 
these input-processors which originate from the SCALE-3 code system also generate a number of job control 
signals, they arc originally called "control modules". 

• The UNIPASC control level. This level contains the driver modules which have been written in C-shell 
language. The actual control of the input- and/or data-processors is done at this level. 

• The window system. Optionally, the SUN user can invoke the "SunView" or "OpenWindows" environment 
thai facilitate the multi-tasking usage of the workstations. The UNIPASC drivers test whether one of these 
window systems is in use. 

2.2. The different processing steps 

Another w: y to divide the system is based on the type of physical data that is processed and the level of 
contraction of information. Figure 2 shows a diagtam of the different steps of the data processing. From top to 
bottom wc can identify the following procrssmg steps and associated data types: 

• Preparation of the AMPX-Mastcr cross sections. The problem independent evaluated point-wise cross sec
tions in the JEF-1 data files are converted into a group organized AMPX-Mastcr file. This processing is done 
by the NJOY system which is pan of PASC-2 and has not been incorporate^ yet in the PASC-3 package. 
The operations involved arc the Dopplcr broadening, resonance parameter treatment for various temperatures 
and the group averaging. The averaging is done using a standard weighting spectrum for Light Water Reac
tors. The NJOY system has been extended with the NSLINK interface developed at Delft University. rcf.(3]. 
There arc AMPX-Mastcr files for various energy group structures: the standard SCALE-3 CSRL libraries in 
218 and 27 groups based on ENDF/B-4 and the ECNJEF-1 library in 219 groups, ref.(4j, based on JEF-1. 
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• Preparation of the AMPX-Working cross sections For a specific problem the resonance self shielding effects 
«re taken into account for the resolved as well as the unresolved resonance regions. If needed, the energy 
group structure can be further condensed. Preferably, this condensing is done in a transport cell calculation 
which results in an AMPX-Wcightcd file (mostly compatible with an AMPX-Working file). Some of the 
reactor codes use the ANISN file format instead of the AMPX formal. Working files no longer contain reso
nance parameters and can therefore be used by the reactor codes. 

• The reactor calculations. The full size problem is calculated using the AMPX-Working cross sections in a 
ID, 2D or 3D geometry. The calculated quantities can be either the neutron multiplication ktjl or i „ , the 
flux spectrum as distributed over space and energy or nuclide concentrations in depletion calculations or 
activations or dose rates in shielding calculations. 

2.3. The functionality of the modules 

An overview of the PASC-3 modules is displayed in figure 3 which also shows the most usual sequential 
relation between the codes. The present functional modules can be divided into different categories. Some of 
these codes can be put in more than one category: 

• System interfaces. These codes convert ascii coded data files into binary files and/or vicc-vcrsa. and arc 
mainly needed at installation time Some of them can also be useful as communication interfaces when a 
computation is transferred to systems of different architecture. To this class belong the codes AIM, ANL, 
AWL. COMPOZ, GIP, MAL. WTS 

• Internal interfaces. These codes change data library formats and provide the interfacing between the func
tional modules that originate from different code systems or provide a means for simple data base manipula
tions like merging of libraries or data selection from libraries. To this class belong the codes AJAX, CON-
TAC. COUPLE. GIP. JAWS, LAVA, OCTAGN. 

• Editing codes. These codes make printouts, checks or plots of cross-section data sets. To this class belong 
the codes DIAL, RADE, VASELINE. 

t Cross-section treatment codes. These codes perform the group-condensing, resonance self-shielding and 
weighting manipulations. To this class belong the codes BONAMI, ICE. MALOCS, NITAWL, XSDRN(PM). 

• Reactor calculation codes. These codes perform ID, 2D or 3D static neutron transport calculations on systems 
that may vary in complexity from a single reactor cell to a complete reactor core. The numerical methods 
employed are cither the discrete ordinatcs method solving the Boltzmann transport equation or the diffusion 
equation or the Monte-Carlo technique for a 3D simulation. To this class belong the codes CITATION, 
DOT. DORT, TORT and XSDRN using the discrete ordinatcs method and KENEUR and KENCK5A) using 
the Monte-Carlo method. 

• Bumup depletion codes. To this class belong the codes CINDER (ref.[5j), CITATION, ORIGEN. 

• Shielding or dose rate analysis code XSDOSE. 

2.4. The input-processors 

At present only two of the SCALE-3 inpi't-processors have been installed in PASC-3, i.e.: 

• CSAS1, the Criucality Safety Analysis Sequence no. 1. This input-processor was designed to automate ID-
ccll calculations and produces the input files for BONAMI, NITAWL and XSDRN. 

• SAS2, the Shielding Analysis Sequence no. 2. This input-processor automates the shielding analysis of ID 
shipping casks containing spent-fuel assemblies. The spent-fuel concentrations are obtained by a replay of 
the bumup history of the fuel inside the reactor. This processor produces the inputs for the modules 
BONA Mr. NITAWL. XSDRN. COUPLE. ORIGEN and XSDOSE. 

3. The UNIPASC environment 

3.1. Introduction 

Most of the calculations usually require a more or less complex chain of module calls whereby the infor
mation is interfaced from step to step by intermediate data files. In particular in parameter studies and 
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calculations of large reactor systems, the amount of work, programs and data is rather involved- Another prob
lem with these calculations is the preparation of the program inputs which contains the steering of the programs. 
It is important thai the inputs of different steps stay consistent with each other. Therefore ii was felt desirable to 
find a way of coupling the input parameters in a chain automatically. As a result of these considerations, the 
UNIPASC system (or UNIPASC work environment) was developed, with the aim 10 ease the preparation of the 
jobs, to enhance the consistency between the different cakulational steps and to reduce the problem to manage 
many programs and files. UNIPASC was embedded in the UNIX operating system which explains its name. 
UNIX contains a large number of commands, utility programs, facilities like the C-shell control language, ref.fo-
71-

Some of the above mentioned motivations are exactly those which have ted to the development of the 
SCALE input-processors. However, the purpose of UNIPASC is not to replace these modules but to provide 
additional control facilities. 

3.2. The module driver "rpasc" 

The modules from the PASC package are called through a common driver rpasc ("run a pasc module") 
which acts as an interface between the user and the code. A driver call looks like: 

rpasc modulename (parameters] 
With the optional parameters one can control the mode of operation of the driver or the module (i.e. normal run 
or a certain test mode) and connect the desired files to the module. The driver will assign default user file names 
belonging to each module. For a module with name "X". the (default) file name conventions are as follows: 

X.inp The standard input file 
X.out The standard output file 
X.inlibl The first binary input library 
X.inlib2 The second binary input library 
X.outlibl The first binary output library 
X.outlib2 The second binary output library 
etc. 

In figure 4 we show schematically the procedure around rpasc. The input fife X.inp is led through a filter 
fldpasc which performs, if necessary, some reformatting of the file. Most PASC modules accept free formatted 
input but do not read beyond column 72 or 80. Therefore, fldpasc will, if needed, fold long lines. Optionally, 
rpasc will create a new screen window in which the program output wil! appear. For that purpose the output 
stream is "piped" into tee which duplicates the stream and sends it to the screen and the output file X.OUL The 
figure also shows the modifier flags that can be used to overwrite the default file names. 

As a simple example wc show how AJAX is called to select 6 nuclides from a standard data set while 
redefining the nuclide identifiers. Assuming that a file ajaxinput contains the following data: 

1$$ 1 T 
2SS1 6 T 
3SS 1269 127303 1276 1193 1261039 1262039 
4$S 1001 5010 801613027 92235 92238 T 

Then (he command: 
rpasc ajax -i ajaxinput -linl $PASCLIBS/csrl2I8g074n 

will do the required work. The -linl parameter is followed the full name of the input library overrules the 
default ajax.inlibl. 

3.3. The b?tch job compiler "bpasc" 

The next step to ease the execution of program chains is to combine job control and job inputs into a sin
gle file. Although this can in principle be achieved using standard control language, the job inputs may contain 
data with a special meaning to the control language. One example of that is the double dollar "$$" sign which 
means that an array of free formatted integers follows. However, within UNIX the double dollars are replaced 
by the current process identification number. Therefore it was decided to create a batch job compiler bpasc 
which allows the usage of these critical metacharacters and makes provisions to avoid misinterpretations, bpasc 
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also expands a number of macro definitions (all starting with a "*") thai make the job appear more friendly. Fig
ure 5 snows schematically that bpasc will create from the source "job.BAT a new fife "job.CSH" containing 
pure C shell language and run thai job. By default the job will be run in a freshly created window (on the SUN 
only) showing all job outputs. In addition to ail data hies, also a logfile "job.LOG will be made with time-
stamped log messages. Parameters can be added to the bpasc command to change these and other options, 
bpasc can also translate (he job into NOS-VE control language for the Cyber. 
The AJAX job from above can now be transformed into the following "job.BAT: 

•begin 
set library = csrl2l8g074n 
•nuclides Slibrary 
set librüst = (SHJ SB 10 SO 16 SAI 27 $U_235 SU238) 
•nuclides scalegcncral 
set user list = (SHJ SB 10 SO 16 SAI27 SU_235 SU_238) 
set nr_filcs = 1 
set fileindcx = 1 
•rpasc ajax -lml SPASCLIBS/Slibrary 
•data 
ISS Snrjiles T 
2SS Sfilc index S#Iibrlist T 
3SS Slibrjist 
4SS Suscrjist T 
•eod 
•end 

The literals in the input block (between the *data and *eod marks) have now been replaced by variables. The 
variables contain in principle only text but limited possibilities exist for numerical manipulations which arc 
mainly intended for loop control purposes. Within certain restrictions the user can define tl_ variable names 
freely. The macro definitions can be interleaved by any standard C-shell statements which makes it also possible 
to create complex sequences and loops. 

The macro: 'nuclides library name 
will automatically define all nuclide identifiers that arc valid for the particular library and place them in variables 
named H_l, Hc_3. He_4, etc. Before doing that all previously defined nuclide definitions are erased. Therefore, 
the array "librlisl" will contain the nuclide identifiers as they appear on the csr!218g074n library, and the array 
"uscrlist" is loaded with a corresponding list of different ("scalegeneral") identifiers as needed for the subse
quent calculations. 

3.4. The usage of "fillers" 

Figure 6 shows schematically an application of a filter option which is very useful to generate sequences 
which slightly deviate from the standard SCALE sequences. The standard sequences arc all controlled by a 
separate driver "rcsas". The input for •rcsas is supplied in a •data block in the same way as with •rpasc. With 
the "-scq" modifier it is possible to execute only a pan of the sequence. In the example of figure 6 a first call to 
rcsas is used to execute only the CS AS 1 input-processor and the data-processors BON AMI and NIT AWL. Next, 
the macro "*imporifido" is used to include the XSDRN input created by CSASI into the job and to load the 
input in shell variables. Next the user can modify some of the input variables and re-use them in the XSDRN 
input which is supplied as a *data block to the next *rcsas call which executes the final step of the sequence. 

Although this technique provides a quick method to modify standard procedures, (it has been useful to 
make a preliminary depletion calculation loop by using CSASI instead of SAS2), it is not the intention to use it 
as a standard practice; it is better to enhance the preprocessors with the missing options. 
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3.S. Overview of job compiler options 

Wc briefly summarize the main macro definitions that have shown to be useful. 

•begin ... "end 

Definition of the job section; ail text outside these sections arc t^ted as comments 

•include file 

The file is physically included into the job. It may therefore contain anything i.e. input data, control 
language or complete jobs. These includes can be nested. 

•nuclides library 

Define all nuclide identifiers for the given standard data library as variables carrying standard nuclide 
names. 

•rpasc module (parameters) 
•rcsas module (parameters] 

Driver calls for respectively a single module or a standard sequence of modules for which the inputs arc 
given in the present job as •data sections. Driver calls without the leading "*" take their inputs from 
external (tics. 

•data ... •eod 

Definition of the input data section of a single module or a standard sequence of modules. The section 
may contain literals, variables, function calls or any mixture of these. 

•for index from NI to N2 {step N3J... •next 

Definition of a "data loop" to generate repealed structures in a data section. The index is a variable thai 
can be used inside the loop. Nl. N2 and N3 may be either literals or variables. These loops can be nested. 

*csh ... •eoc or *c statement 

Insertion of a shell control language section or a single control statements inside 'data sections- This is a 
generalization of the •for loop. 

•fml format ~. *eof 

Some (non SCALE modules) require fixed format input data. This option is useful to impose a fixed format 
on the data records when variables arc used in the inputs. 

•importfido file 

Importation of a (FIDO) ASCII input file (possibly generated by a pre- processor). The input arrays are 
loaded into variables that can be modified and reissued in the present job. 

4. Benchmarking 

Validation of code package and nuclear data (hat are used for criticality calculations arc a continuous care 
of the Nuclear Analysis Group. At present, a number of standard criticality and PWR and BWR reactor bench
marks arc carried out to validate our 219 groups ECNJEF-1 library. The reactor benchmarks are partly done in 
cooperation with other Dutch institutes (fRI at Delft, GKN at Dodcwaard and KEMA at Arnhem). 

Table I shows our results of the five ORNL-sphcrcs benchmark, ref.(8J, calculated with the ID transport 
code XSDRN(PM) (used in the CSASI sequence) and the 3D Monte-Carlo code KENO-5A. The numbers shown 
arc the k(ff from the experiment and the results of the calculations that have been carried out with the 218 
groups CSRL library and the 219 groups ECNJEF-1 library. The last row gives the RMS value of the difference 
between experimental and calculated values. The individual numbers as well as the RMS errors show that the 
ECNJEF-1 results arc better in agreement with the experimental values. A more striking difference has been 
observed in low enrichment reactor benchmarks when; the CSRL library may give results that arc 1-2 percent too 
low. Further experimental benchmark calculations arc in progress at the time of writing this report. 
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5. Conclusions 

• The PASC-3 code system in its prcscni form is a powerful module system to perform a large class of static 
reactor calculations. A next step in the development of the code system will be to include modules to facili
tate dynamic reactor calculations. 

• At ECN. PASC-3 is extensively used for cnticality calculations. The benchmark results show that high accu
racy calculations arc possible with our new 219 group library. 

• By the active usage of the UMIPASC work environment, the flexibility of the system is considerably 
increased. Job inputs arc integrated into the job control language whereby literal data may be replaced by 
variables. This practice may improve the readability of the job and allows further automation. A drawback 
of our approach is that it relies on the built in programming language of a certain operating system but the 
basic idea can in principle also be applied in other operating systems. 

• Extension of PASC 3 to PASC-4. including the SCALE-4 modules is envisaged. The development of an 
AMPX master library based upon JEF-2 is scheduled for 1992. 

We like to acknowledge the contributions of N.H.Dekker. H. Koning and M.Bernards for their code conver
sions and system support. We thank H.Grupnclaar for fruitful discussions. 
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Table 1. Benchmark results Tor the live ORNL spheres. 

i 
Case | 
ORNL-1 I 
ORNL-2 J 
ORNL-3 
ORNL-4 
ORNL-10 
RMS error 1 

exp. 
1.00026 
0.99975 
0.99994 
099924 
1.00031 

-

CSRL-2I8 | ECNJEF-l 
XSDRNPM 

099736 
0.99696 
0.99385 
0.99526 
0.99547 

0.0043 

KENOSA | XSDRNPM 
0.9950+0.0009 
0.9977+0.0009 
0.9952+0.0009 
09936+0.0009 
0.9969+0.0007 

00044 

1.00131 
1.00096 
0.99784 
0.99927 
0.99830 
0.0015 

KENOSA 
1.0035+0.0009 
1.0012+0.0009 
0.9991+00009 
L0017+0.0009 
1.0007±0.0007 

00020 

Table I. Benchmark results for the CSRL 218 and ECNJEF-l libraries using ihc ID XSDRN code 
and the 3D KENO code compared to ihc experimental values. 
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Figure 1. A layer diagram of the PASC-3 software. The data- and input-processor layers consist of 
Fortran modules: the UNTPASC layer consist of UNIX C-shcIl programs. The window manager level 
is optional. 
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Figure 4. File handling by the module driver 'rpasc'. The figure 
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optionally for the Cyber "job.VE". 
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of the procedure. 


